A WORLD OF WELL BEING…

why SISTEM-AIR central vacuum cleaner…
…because unlike the traditional portable vacuum cleaner, the air vacuumed, is
filtered and expelled from your surroundings, and that’s not all. It is:
HYGIENIC
SAFE
QUIET
HANDY
COMPLETE
MULTIFUNCTION

The dust vacuumed in is collected
in a special container in the central
unit, while the very small percentage
of micro-dust particles that are not
captured by the filter where mites
and bacteria lurk, are expelled outside
the house through the air vent.

Central vacuum system, WELL

SISTEM-AIR can help you prevent allergic symptoms
and live in clean, hygienically protected surroundings, thanks
to the most effective cleaning system that does not send the
vacuumed micro-dust particles back into domestic atmosphere.

L BEING IN YOUR OWN HOME

As the motor is at some distance from where you
are vacuuming, it is very discreet and quiet and it allows
you to vacuum even while people rest.

There is absolutely no risk connected to
electrical parts from connecting to suction
sockets as well as the piping network.

The practical flexible hose is fitted to the suction
sockets, making it easier to clean, thus saving you time
and energy.

Household dust, mites and micro dust

particles ARE NO LONGER A PROBLEM

You can vacuum not just dust from
the floor but from any surface (terracotta,
marble, stone floors, wooden floors, carpets,
etc.).

All accessories to get hygienic and

A series of specially designed accessories
make cleaning easier even in those parts of the
house that are difficult to reach – heaters, beams,
wardrobes, etc.

FOR CORNERS

clean perfectly without working hard

TO VACUUM ASHES FROM THE FIREPLACE

FOR UPHOLSTERY
VACUUMS LIQUIDS

FOR ARMCHAIRS, SOFAS, FABRICS

Level

TECNO Activa

The central vacuum system is fitted in houses
being built or restored. The special piping is fitted
under the floor or in the walls, ending at the central
vacuum unit, generally found in utility spaces.

As it is an actual system and not a household electrical
appliance, its vacuuming power is considerably greater than
any other vacuum cleaner on the market.

With a built in computer
3 year WARRANTY

Central suction unit
PVC pipes
Vertical rod
Venting silencer
Suction inlet

IP 20

JOLLY Sistem
Compact vacuum units, ideal for spaces where the
pipe network can not be installed. It provides all the

advantages of a central vacuum system, and
due to its small dimensions the Jolly system can
be installed outside or, inside the house, attached on
the wall or, built into it. Each Jolly unit allows the
user to vacuum a surface area of 60 m2.

SMALL APARTMENTS - HOBBY ROOMS

Level II

IP 20

TECNO Star Range
Recommended for residential and professional use. It can be used by 2 operators simul-

taneously, for a cleaning surface up to 450m2. TECNO
STAR is also equipped with a built in computer to
control and manage the maintenance cycles. It is
extremely silent, and has a very large dust container
capacity. Vacuum power, low electric consumption
and versatility, make this product a jewel in the range
of central vacuum systems worldwide.

RESTAURANTS - SHOPS

Level I

IP 20

Level I

Mini and Maxi TECNO Block Range
The Tecno Block central vacuum units are ideal for
large houses and small professional spaces, with
maximum cleaning surface up to 1200m2. It can
service up to 3 simultaneous operators. It is equipped
with an inverter of 3 speeds, a very large dust
container, and a self-cleaning system for its filter.

It ensures high performances with minimum
electric consumption due to its inverter, which
manages the performance upon demand.

OFFICES - SMALL HOTELS - SPORTS CENTERS - BEAUTY SALONS - DEALERS

IP 20

Level I

HOTELS/RESIDENCIES
MEETING ROOMS
SCHOOLS
PENSION HOUSES
HOSPITALS
INDUSTRIAL
80 litre and 160 litre
dust separators
SISTEM-AIR offers to the market a full range of central units
and dust separators for all kinds of vacuum purposes. Our
systems are modular, fully adaptable and expandable. In
addition, the vacuum pipe network can be designed in such
a way that if divided in sections, it allows the split of the
building into single areas. All systems can be provided with

self cleaning system of filters, and inverters for the
optimum performance / consumption ratio.
LABORATORIES - INDUSTRIES - SHOPPING CENTERS - CINEMA/THEATERS/ART GALLERIES/MUSEUMS

All the versions on sale can be fitted
and the trims can be selected to best suit
the style of your home.

The advantages of this vacuum system in terms of
hygienic-sanitary comfort and safety are available to everyone,
reasonably priced.
If you are planning a house, building or restoring one,
remember to plan for a centralised vacuum system.

CONTACT
your local installer or electrician,
or contact us for information
on the web
www.sistemair.it
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